Nephrotoxicity of Mala Fide Melamine: Modern Era Milk Scandal
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In 2007, a major pet food recall occurred because of an outbreak of kidney failure in cats and dogs that was linked to melamine in pet food[1]. The kidney failure was attributed to stone disease[2]. Notably, similar outbreaks in 2004, with identical findings, implicated a similar causation[3], and pork and poultry from animals fed with melamine-contaminated feed had also been suspected. However, based upon the limited information available at that time, melamine was deemed a very low human risk by the FDA and USDA[4]. Thus, without potential for human toxicity, melamine quickly exited the spotlight.

Melamine is used industrially as a plastic resin and is known for its fire-retardant properties. Its high nitrogen content fosters its illicit use as dietary nonprotein nitrogen. Melamine, added to food products, inflates their protein levels on standardized tests that quantify nitrogen content as a surrogate for protein.

Now, renewed interest in melamine comes from reports of acute renal failure, resulting in four infant deaths and thousands of hospitalizations in China from melamine in milk and infant formulas. These catastrophes have led to widespread public outcry and prompted product recalls.

The exact pathophysiology between melamine and kidney disease is unclear. Kidney biopsies from some animals with pet food–associated kidney failure revealed crystal involvement of distal tubules, fibrotic changes, and inflammation[3]. The presence of a cofactor may be required to induce kidney failure, and cyanuric acid, obtained from the same raw material where melamine is procured, has been proposed as one such factor[5]. However, the presence of cyanuric acid in infant formulas is unknown. Other unknowns remain regarding melamine-induced kidney injury: Is a certain subset of population like infants at an increased risk? Does it require a second trigger? Does cyanuric acid accompany adulterated melamine?

Because the toxic dose of melamine is very high (comparable to table salt), the cause of this sudden spurt of cases is undetermined, but the increase in cases is unlikely to result from cumulative melamine burden as the compound is readily cleared by the kidney[6]. Melamine becomes undetectable in rat tissues just 24 hours following exposure to the compound[7].

So, as we await greater scientific understanding of this new man-made disease entity, melamine should be avoided. Melamine is not a bona fide nitrogen-containing nutritional protein, but a mala fide one.
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